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Deep Reinforcement Learning-based UAV
Navigation and Control: A Soft Actor-Critic with

Hindsight Experience Replay Approach
Myoung Hoon Lee and Jun Moon

Abstract—In this paper, we propose SACHER (soft actor-critic
(SAC) with hindsight experience replay (HER)), which constitutes
a class of deep reinforcement learning (DRL) algorithms. SAC is
known as an off-policy model-free DRL algorithm based on the
maximum entropy framework, which outperforms earlier DRL
algorithms in terms of exploration, robustness and learning per-
formance. However, in SAC, maximizing the entropy-augmented
objective may degrade the optimality of learning outcomes. HER
is known as a sample-efficient replay method that enhances the
performance of off-policy DRL algorithms by allowing the agent
to learn from both failures and successes. We apply HER to
SAC and propose SACHER to improve the learning performance
of SAC. More precisely, SACHER achieves the desired optimal
outcomes faster and more accurately than SAC, since HER
improves the sample efficiency of SAC. We apply SACHER to
the navigation and control problem of unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs), where SACHER generates the optimal navigation path
of the UAV under various obstacles in operation. Specifically, we
show the effectiveness of SACHER in terms of the tracking error
and cumulative reward in UAV operation by comparing them
with those of state-of-the-art DRL algorithms, SAC and DDPG.
Note that SACHER in UAV navigation and control problems can
be applied to arbitrary models of UAVs.

Index Terms—Deep reinforcement learning, soft actor-critic,
hindsight experience replay, UAV navigation and control

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, problems of navigation and control for
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have been utilized in various
applications, such as wildfire monitoring, target tracking and
surveillance, and formation and collision avoidance [1]–[3].
Most recent studies on navigation and control of UAVs depend
on model accuracy and/or prior knowledge of operation envi-
ronment. However, identifying accurate model and operation
environment information is challenging due to the lack of com-
plete environment information. Deep reinforcement learning
(DRL) would be an alternative approach to overcoming such
limitations, since DRL does not need the UAV model informa-
tion, which can be applied to various operation environments
[4]–[6]. In addition, the model-based RL algorithms in [7]–[9]
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can be applied to control UAVs, provided that the UAV model
satisfies the assumptions in [7]–[9].

DRL adopts both deep learning (DL) and reinforcement
learning (RL) principles, where deep neural networks in DL
are used to approximate Q-functions (or value functions) in RL
and the RL agent learns the optimal strategy that maximizes
the long-term cumulative rewards. Most of the DRL algorithms
can be classified into two categories: on-policy and off-policy
methods. On-policy algorithms, such as trust region policy
optimization (TRPO) [10] and proximal policy optimization
(PPO) [11], attempt to evaluate and improve the policy used
to select actions. Off-policy algorithms, such as the deep Q-
network (DQN) [12] and deep deterministic policy gradient
(DDPG) [13], evaluate and then improve policies different
from those used to generate the data. It is known that off-policy
methods are more sample-efficient compared to on-policy
methods, since in off-policy methods, the past experiences
performed by any policy can be used for learning [14], [15].

Soft actor-critic (SAC) is a class of off-policy DRL algo-
rithms, which optimizes the stochastic policy based on the
maximum entropy framework [16]. SAC can be applied to var-
ious environments to achieve the state-of-the-art performance
with respect to large continuous state and action spaces. SAC
has advantages in terms of exploration and robustness com-
pared with other DRL algorithms. That is, SAC outperforms
earlier off-policy and on-policy DRL methods such as DQN
and DDPG in terms of learning speed and cumulative reward
[16]. Note that SAC and other off-policy DRL algorithms
include a technique called experience replay to take advantage
of past accumulated experiences [17]. Although SAC with
the experience replay can learn various environments with
the advantages of exploration and robustness, the maximum
entropy framework in SAC may degrade the optimality of
learning outcomes after reaching the steady-state phase.

Recently, hindsight experience replay (HER) was proposed
in [18] to improve the learning performance of DDPG. Specif-
ically, HER is a sample-efficient replay method that enhances
the performance of off-policy DRL algorithms by allowing
the agent to learn from both failures and successes, similar to
humans. Using the concept of goal, HER provides the supple-
mentary reward to the agent, which improves the optimality
of the learning outcomes even if the goal is not achieved. For
HER in DDPG, the unshaped (binary or sparse) reward was
used. However, this kind of reward is less informative for DRL
agents to learn in environment with large continuous states
and action spaces, which may decrease efficiency and speed
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of the learning process. Moreover, although DDPG is able
to deal with environments with continuous state and action
spaces, it suffers from instability, i.e., it may converge to
unstable solutions or diverge, due to the high sensitivity to
hyperparameters in DDPG [19].

In this paper, we propose a class of deep reinforcement
learning (DRL) algorithms, SACHER, i.e., soft actor-critic
(SAC) with hindsight experience replay (HER). As mentioned
above, SAC outperforms earlier DRL algorithms including
DQN and DDPG in terms of exploration, robustness, and
learning performance. However, in SAC, maximizing the
entropy-augmented objective function may degrade the opti-
mality of the learning outcomes. We resolve this limitation
by proposing SACHER, which improves the learning perfor-
mance of SAC via HER. More precisely, SACHER achieves
the desired optimal outcomes faster and more accurately than
SAC, since HER improves the sample efficiency of SAC. Also,
SACHER is able to avoid instability in DDPG with HER.

The main distinction between SACHER and SAC is that
unlike SAC, SACHER stores a transition tuple of current
and next states, action, reward, and initial goal. Next, by
HER, SACHER samples additional goals from the states
visited in the current episode. Although the transition tuple
with the initial goal has a poor reward, SACHER obtains a
supplementary reward for each additional goal and then stores
the transition tuple of current and next states, the action, the
supplementary reward, and the additional goal. By iterating
this process, SACHER is able to generate learning outcomes
more accurately and faster than SAC.

We apply SACHER to the navigation and control problem of
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), where SACHER generates
the optimal navigation path for the UAV under various ob-
stacles. In simulation benchmark results, we demonstrate the
effectiveness of SACHER in terms of the collision avoidance
performance and the cumulative reward in UAV operation by
comparing them with state-of-the-art DRL algorithms, SAC
and DDPG. Note that SACHER in UAV navigation and control
problems can be applied to arbitrary models of UAVs, since
SACHER does not require specific information of UAV models
and types of controllers.

In summary, the main contributions of the paper can be
stated as follows:
(a) We apply HER to SAC and propose SACHER to improve

the learning performance of SAC;
(b) We apply SACHER to the navigation and control problem

of UAVs under various obstacles.
We mention that SACHER cannot be viewed as a trivial
application of HER to SAC. Specifically, the main technical
challenges of SACHER and its application to the UAV navi-
gation and control problems are as follows:

(i) The goal of HER causes intricacies throughout the entire
SAC structure;

(ii) The unshaped (binary or sparse) reward of HER in [18]
is not directly applicable to environments with large
continuous states and action spaces;

(iii) Various model-based approaches in UAV navigation and
control problems may not be able to deal with complex
obstacles and operation constraints.

Regarding (i), the overall structure of SAC should be modified
to consider the goal of HER. Unlike SAC, the SACHER agent
has to select an action by considering not only the state but
also the goal. This leads to intricacies while evaluating from
policy to Q-function for implementing of SACHER. As for (ii),
HER only returns binary or sparse rewards to the SACHER
agent, which may not be applicable in environment with large
continuous states and action spaces. We address (i) by merging
the goal into the state space of SAC. In addition, (ii) is
addressed by combining the unshaped reward with auxiliary
reward, where the auxiliary reward is shaped as a quadratic
function of state and goal. In (iii), the model-based approaches
in UAV control and navigation problems are dependent on
specific types of obstacles, UAVs, and objective functions.
Moreover, it is necessary to compute associated gradients
and/or complex Hamilton-Jacobi PDEs to obtain the optimal
navigation path under obstacles [20]–[23]. In this paper, we
apply SACHER to address (iii). Specifically, by designing an
appropriate UAV environment, SACHER is able to generate
the optimal navigation path for the UAV to avoid collisions
and obstacles regardless of UAV models and/or controllers.

The paper is organized as follows. SACHER is proposed in
Section II. The simulation setup and environment design of
the SACHER-based UAV navigation and control problem is
discussed in Section III. The simulation results are provided
in Section IV. We conclude this paper in Section V.

II. SOFT ACTOR-CRITIC ALGORITHM WITH HINDSIGHT
EXPERIENCE REPLAY

In this section, we first describe SAC and HER studied in
[16] and [18], respectively. Then we propose SACHER and
explain its detailed algorithm and implementation.

A. Soft Actor-Critic (SAC) Algorithm

As shown in [16], SAC is a class of the maximum entropy
DRL algorithms, which optimizes the following objective
function:

J(π) =

T∑
t=0

E(st,at)∼ρπ [r(st, at) + αH(π(·|st))] , (1)

where rt = r(st, at) is the reward obtained when the SACHER
agent executes the action at ∈ A in the state st ∈ S, π is
the policy, ρπ is the joint distribution over states and actions
induced by the policy π, α is the temperature weight of
the entropy term H, and H(π(·|st)) = −Eπ[log π(·|st)] =
−
∫
A π(a|st) log π(a|st)da is the entropy. Here, A and S

denote action and state spaces, respectively.
The main objective of SAC is to find the optimal policy π∗

that maximizes the entropy-augmented reward function J(π)
in (1), which requires the soft policy iteration of soft Q- and
value functions. The soft Q-function satisfies the following
soft Bellman equation:

Q(st, at) := r(st, at) + γEst+1∼p [V (st+1)] , (2)

where

V (st) := Eat∼π [Q(st, at)− α log π(at|st)] (3)
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is the soft value function, and p = p(st+1|at, st) is the state
transition probability, which represents the probability density
of the next state st+1 ∈ S given the current state st ∈ S
and the action at ∈ A. We can evaluate the soft Q value of
a fixed policy π by applying the Bellman equation in (2) to
each time step, which is the so-called soft policy evaluation
in the soft policy iteration. The objective function for the soft
policy iteration can be written as follows:

Jπ(π) = Es0∼p
[
DKL

(
π(·|s0)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ exp

(
1

α
Q(s0, ·)

))]
,

(4)

where DKL denotes the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence.
We can easily show that the original maximization problem of
(1) is equivalent to the minimization of (4) due to the definition
of DKL [16]. The minimization of the objective Jπ in (4) with
respect to the policy π is called as soft policy improvement in
the soft policy iteration. Note that applying directly the above
soft policy iteration to large continuous and action spaces
requires a certain type of practical approximations [16].

Instead of executing the policy iteration until convergence,
parameterized neural networks for the Q-function and the
policy are used as function approximators. The soft Q-network
is parameterized by θ, where the parameter for the soft policy
network is denoted by φ. Then the soft Q-function parameters
θ can be optimized by minimizing the squared soft Bellman
residual given by

JQ(θ) = E(st,at)∼D

[
1

2
(Qθ(st, at)− (r(st, at) (5)

+ γEst+1
Vθ̄(st+1)))2

]
,

where D denotes the replay buffer, and θ̄ is the target Q-
function parameter. It should be noted that the soft value func-
tion is also parameterized by the soft Q-function parameter
θ, due to the relation with the Q-function in (3). The policy
network, parameterized by φ, can be learned by minimizing
the expected KL divergence in (4):

Jπ(φ) = Est∼D
[
Eat∼πφ [α log πφ(at|st)−Qθ(st, at)]

]
.
(6)

Finally, one can minimize the loss functions in (5) and
(6) by using the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) method.
For SGD, we use two soft Q-networks parameterized by θi,
i = 1, 2, which are trained independently to optimize the soft
bellman residual in (5). The minimum of the two soft Q-
functions is used for SGD to minimize the loss functions in (5)
and (6). As mentioned in Section I, since SAC is an off-policy
maximum entropy-based algorithm, it has advantages in terms
of exploration and robustness. The outstanding performance of
SAC is demonstrated in [16]. The results of SAC outperform
those of the earlier off-policy and on-policy DRL methods
(including both DDPG and PPO) in terms of learning speed
and cumulative reward.

B. Hindsight Experience Replay (HER)

The main idea of hindsight experience replay (HER) in [18]
is to allow the DRL agents to learn from both failures and

successes, similar to humans. To achieve this, HER employs
the concept of a goal g ∈ G used in [24], where g represents
the goal (or objective) that the DRL agent has to achieve in the
environment and G represents the corresponding goal space.
Then the modified reward function rt = r(st, at, g) is defined
as a function of not only the state and action, but also the
goal. The closer the state st is to the goal g, the greater the
reward the DRL agent receives.

The detailed process of HER is as follows. After executing
the environment steps in each episode, HER has the knowledge
of the visited states ζ = {s0, s1, . . . , sT }. Based on the
knowledge, HER first stores in the replay buffer D every
transition tuple (st, at, rt, st+1) together with the original goal
g. Then, HER stores extra transition tuples (st, at, r

′
t, st+1)

together with g′ ∈ ϕ, where ϕ = {g′1, g′2, . . . , g′m} is a set of
the additional goal uniformly sampled from the visited states
ζ in the current episode. From this process, HER gives some
supplementary rewards r′t = r(st, at, g

′) to the DRL agent,
although the original goal g is not achieved in that episode
and the SACHER agent may get the poor reward. This process
enhances the original DRL algorithm in terms of the learning
speed and success rate of reaching the goal.

C. SACHER: Soft Actor-Critic Algorithm with Hindsight Ex-
perience Replay

In this subsection, we propose SACHER in Algorithm 1
and address (i) in Section I. In detail, SACHER first empties
the replay buffer D, and then randomly initializes two soft
Q-networks parameterized by θ1 and θ2 and the soft policy
network parameterized by φ. Moreover, the goal g is initialized
from the goal space G. Then SACHER updates two target
Q-networks parameterized by θ̄1 and θ̄2. For each episode,
SACHER randomly chooses an initial state s0. Then SACHER
interacts with the environment during the environment steps
by executing the actions based on the policy π and observing
the states ζ = {s0, s1, . . . , sT }. For each environment step,
SACHER obtains the reward rt = r(st, at, g), and stores
the transition tuple (st, at, rt, st+1, g) in the replay buffer D,
which corresponds to standard experience replay. Next, the
additional goals ϕ = {g′1, g′2, . . . , g′m} are uniformly sampled
from the set of visited states ζ = {s0, s1, . . . , sT } in the
current episode. For each additional goal g′ ∈ ϕ, SACHER
obtains the supplementary reward r′t = r(st, at, g

′), and then
stores the transition tuple (st, at, r

′
t, st+1, g

′) in the replay
buffer D, which corresponds to HER. Finally, the soft Q-
networks, the soft policy network, and the temperature weight
α are optimized based on the SGD method. For each gradient
step of SGD, the Q-function parameters θ1 and θ2, and the pol-
icy parameter φ are optimized to minimize the loss functions
in (5) and (6), respectively. The adjusted temperature weight
α is optimized in each gradient step of SGD to minimize the
following objective:

J(α) = Eat∼π
[
−α log π(at|st)− αH̄

]
,

where H̄ is desired target entropy. The target Q-function
parameters θ̄1 and θ̄2 are updated by the exponentially moving
average method with the smoothing constant τ . After the
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Algorithm 1 Soft actor-critic with hindsight experience replay (SACHER)
1: Initialize Q-function parameters θ1, θ2, policy parameters φ, empty replay buffer D ← ∅
2: Initialize target Q-function parameters θ̄1 ← θ1,θ̄2 ← θ2

3: Initialize goal g from the goal space G
4: for each episode do
5: Sample initial state s0

6: for each environment step do
7: Select action based on the current policy at ∼ πφ(at|st, g)
8: Execute action at and observe new state st+1 ∼ p(st+1|at, st, g)
9: end for

10: for each environment step do
11: Obtain reward rt = r(st, at, g) from the environment
12: Store transition tuple (st, at, rt, st+1, g) in the replay buffer D . Standard experience replay
13: Sample additional goals ϕ = {g′1, g′2, . . . , g′m} from the states ζ = {s0, s1, . . . , sT }
14: for each additional goal g′ ∈ ϕ do
15: Obtain supplementary reward r′t = r(st, at, g

′) from the environment
16: Store transition tuple (st, at, r

′
t, st+1, g

′) in the replay buffer D . Hindsight experience replay
17: end for
18: end for
19: Sample a minibatch from the replay buffer D
20: for each gradient step do
21: Update the Q-function parameters θi ← θi − λQ∇̂θiJQ(θi) for i ∈ {1, 2}
22: Update the soft policy parameters φ← φ− λπ∇̂φJπ(φ)

23: Adjust temperature weight α← α− λ∇̂αJ(α)

24: Update the target Q-function parameters θ̄i ← τ θ̄i + (1− τ)θ̄i for i ∈ {1, 2}
25: end for
26: end for

iteration of the above learning process, SACHER gives the
optimized soft Q-function parameters, the soft policy param-
eter φ, and the corresponding transition tuples.

The preceding analysis indicates that in SACHER, the
concept of the goal space G and the additional storage of the
transition tuple (st, at, r

′
t, st+1, g

′) are introduced by HER.
Therefore, as stated in (i) of Section I, the entire framework
of SACHER becomes more complicated than the structure of
SAC due to the implementation of goals in HER. Specifically,
let S be the state space, A the action space, and G the goal
space. Then the corresponding reward r : S × A × G → R
is defined as a function of state, action, and goal. In every
environment step, the SACHER agent selects the action based
on the policy π : S ×G → A and then observes the next state
st+1 based on the state transition probability p(st+1|at, st, g).
The Q-function now depends on the state-action pair together
and the goal, i.e., Q(st, at, g) = E[Rt|st, at, g]. These com-
plex procedures cause intricacies while evaluating the policy
iteration, the Q-function, as well as the stochastic gradient
descent. We resolve this difficulty by merging the goal g into
the state st, since the goal is fixed and not changed during the
entire learning process.

We now discuss the convergence of SACHER. Note that
HER in SACHER does not affect the network structure of
SAC. Moreover, HER is related to the concept of the goal
space G and the additional storage of the transition tuple
(st, at, r

′
t, st+1, g

′). One notable modification of SACHER
from SAC is the structure of the Markov decision process

(MDP) in SACHER. Specifically, by HER, the MDP of
SACHER is represented by the 6-tuple (S,A,R, p, γ,G),
where the goal space G is augmented into the MDP of SAC
represented by the 5-tuple (S,A,R, p, γ). Then given the goal
space, the MDP of SACHER can be modified by the 5-tuple
(S̄,A,R, p, γ) with S̄ = S×G. This implies that the MDP of
SACHER represented by the modified 5-tuple (S̄,A,R, p, γ)
can be viewed as the MDP of SAC represented by the 5-
tuple. We now apply the convergence analysis of SAC given
in [16, Theorem 1] to SACHER. That is, we can easily modify
[16, Theorem 1] to show the convergence of SACHER by
representing the MDP of SACHER as the modified 5-tuple
(S̄,A,R, p, γ). This implies the convergence of SACHER.

III. SIMULATION SETUP AND ENVIRONMENT DESIGN

In this section, we first state the detailed simulation setup for
the SACHER-based navigation and control problem of UAVs.
Then we design two environments; Environment I is for the
case without obstacles and Environment II is for the case with
obstacles. Note that these two environment design analysis
addresses (ii) in Section I.

A. SACHER-based UAV Navigation and Control

The entire framework of the SACHER-based UAV naviga-
tion and control system is described in Fig. 1. In the learning
phase, based on the UAV environment design, SACHER learns
the corresponding environment and then generates the optimal
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Figure 1. Framework of SACHER-based UAV navigation and control. In the learning phase, SACHER learns the UAV environment, and then generates the
optimal navigation path. After completing the learning phase, the output of SACHER is considered as the reference input for the UAV control system.

navigation path for UAVs via Algorithm 1. After completing
the learning phase, the output of SACHER is considered as the
reference input for the UAV control system. In the UAV control
system, the tracking controller controls the UAV to follow the
optimal navigation path generated by SACHER (see Fig. 1).

In our simulations, the tilted-hexarotor UAV model in [25],
[26] is used. Moreover, we design the standard backstepping
controller (see [27]) for the hexarotor UAV to track the optimal
navigation path generated by SACHER. Note that in the learn-
ing phase, since SACHER does not require any information
of UAV models (e.g., quadrotor, aircraft, or ground vehicles)
and types of controllers, any (optimal/nonoptimal) nonlinear
(or linear) controllers (with appropriate design modifications)
can be used in Fig. 1 instead of the hexarotor UAV and the
backstepping controller. We use the hexarotor UAV and the
backstepping controller not to show their control performances
but to demonstrate the performance of SACHER.

B. Environment I: UAV without Obstacles

We first consider a simple UAV environment, where the
UAV lands in a landing area with the shortest path without
any obstacles. To design this environment, we use a simple
position and angle update equation of the UAV. Specifically,
let h = [x, y, z]> be the position, ψ and ψ̇ be the yaw angle
and yaw angular speed, respectively, and τ be the yaw torque
of the UAV. Then the position and angle update equation of
the UAV can be written as follows:

xt+1 = xt + v1 cos(ψt)∆t, yt+1 = yt + v1 sin(ψt)∆t

zt+1 = zt − v2∆t

ψt+1 = ψt + ψ̇t∆t, ψ̇t+1 = ψ̇t + τt∆t,

(7)

where v1 and v2 are the positive constant velocities, and ∆t
is the sampling time. We note that (7) does not depend on
specific types of UAVs and environments.

While interacting with environment, the SACHER agent
observes the state s = [x, y, z, ψ, ψ̇]>, and uses the yaw torque
τ as an action (a = τ ). Note that the main objective of the
UAV navigation and control problem is to reach the landing

area on the xy-plane. We define g = [gx, gy]> by the center of
the landing area, which is the goal for Environments I and II.
For simplicity, we assume that the landing area is the origin,
i.e., g = [0, 0]> (note that g does not need to be the origin).
Since the goal g is defined on the xy-plane, whether the goal
is achieved or not depends on states x and y updated by (7).
The landing area for the UAV environment is defined by a
square located at the goal, i.e.,

L = {h ∈ R3 | |x− gx| ≤ lx, |y − gy| ≤ ly, z = 0}, (8)

where lz and ly are the boundary constants. Then the reward
function for each time step is defined by

r(st, g) = r1(st, g) + r2(st, g), (9)

where

r1 = −k1

(
(xt − gx)2 + (yt − gy)2

)
− k2(zt)

2 (10)

r2 =

{
c1, if |xt − gx| ≤ lx, |yt − gy| ≤ ly,
0, otherwise

(11)

with positive constant weights k1 and k2, and constant reward
c1. Here, (10) is the auxiliary reward, whereas (11) is the
binary reward, which are used to address (ii) in Section I.

The termination conditions of the UAV environment are set
when (i) z in (7) becomes zero, or (ii) x and y in (7) go into
the landing area L of (8). The update model in (7) continues
to descend with the constant velocity v2 along with z-axis,
regardless of the action of the SACHER agent. Therefore,
under the environment of (7), (9), and the above termination
condition, the SACHER agent seeks to find the optimal path
of the UAV reaching the landing area by maximizing the
cumulative reward R =

∑T
t=0 rt. Note that the cumulative

reward R is maximized when the second termination condition
is satisfied with the fastest terminal time T , which provides
the optimal navigation path for the UAV landing operation.

As stated in (ii) of Section I, the approach used in HER
only uses the binary reward as r2 in (11), which is not
appropriate in environment with large continuous state and
action spaces. With (11), SACHER could not obtain any
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information before reaching the goal. In this case, even if the
supplementary reward in HER exists, it is difficult for the agent
to know the proper learning direction needed to achieve the
goal. Therefore, we use the composite reward r in (9), which
includes the auxiliary reward in (10), where (10) is shaped
as a quadratic function of state and goal. In (11), although
the binary reward returns the zero reward when the goal is
not achieved, the auxiliary reward provides another reward
as a guideline of SACHER, indicating the degree of goal
achievement. By using the composite reward in (9), we can
prevent SACHER from learning through the wrong direction
and reduce the number of episodes required for learning.

Remark 1: In the learning phase of Environment I, to
generate the optimal navigation path by SACHER, we apply
the following learning processes based on Algorithm 1:

(s.1) With g = [gx, gy]>, the SACHER agent observes the
state s = [x, y, z, ψ, ψ̇]> from Environment I;

(s.2) Given the action a = τ of SACHER, the next state st+1

is updated based on (7);
(s.3) The SACHER agent receives the reward rt in (9) from

Environment I ((s.1)-(s.3) show the collection of the state
transition tuple (st, at, rt, st+1, g));

(s.4) After the storage of the state transition tuple
(st, at, rt, st+1, g) in the replay buffer D, SACHER
uniformly samples m additional goals ϕ = {g′i =
(g′x,i, g

′
y,i), i = 1, . . . ,m} from the visited x and y states

{(xt, yt), t = 0, . . . , T}1,2;
(s.5) SACHER obtains the supplementary regard r′t for each

additional goal g′ ∈ ϕ from Environment I (using (9)),
and stores the transition tuple (st, at, r

′
t, st+1, g

′) in the
replay buffer D;

(s.6) Under terminal conditions (i) and (ii), the SACHER
agent obtains the optimal policy that maximizes the
cumulative reward R =

∑T
t=0 rt based on experiences

stored in the replay buffer D.

Note that (s.1)-(s.6) are repeated for sufficient large learning
(training) episodes.3 After completing the learning phase, the
output of SACHER is the reference input of the SACHER-
based UAV navigation and control system (see Fig. 1). �

C. Environment II: UAV with Obstacles

We consider a more complex UAV operation, where the
UAV tries to avoid obstacles while tracking the optimal navi-
gation path reaching the landing area generated by SACHER.

A cylindrical obstacle Oi, 1 ≤ i ≤ N, is represented by the
following zero-sublevel set:

Oi := {h ∈ R3 | (x− xo,i)2 + (y − yo,i)2 − r2
o,i ≤ 0},

(12)

1In the implementation of HER in (s.4) and (s.5), we set m = 4 for the
number of the sampled additional goals (see Table II).

2As mentioned above (8), since the goal g is defined on the xy-plane, the
goal achievement depends on states x and y.

3The number of learning episodes is dependent on the problem setup.

Table I
ENVIRONMENT PARAMETERS

Parameter Value
v1: velocity on xy-plane 2
v2: velocity for z-axis 0.5
∆t: sampling time 0.1
τt: yaw angle torque [−0.5, 0.5]
lx, ly : boundary constants 0.2, 0.2
k1, k2: weight constants 10−3, 10−4

c1: reward constant 10
c2, c3: penalty constants 10, 0.2

Table II
SACHER HYPERPARAMETERS

Hyperparameter Value
optimizer for SGD Adam [28]
learning rate for optimizer λQ, λπ , λ 3× 10−4

discount factor γ 0.99
number of hidden layers 2
number of hidden units 256
minibatch size 256
target smoothing coefficient τ 0.005
activation function ReLU
replay buffer capacity 106

number of additional goals (HER) m 4
target entropy H̄ −dim(A) = −1

where ro,i is the radius of the obstacle, and (xo,i, yo,i) is its
location on the xy-plane. The reward for the combined UAV
operation of landing and obstacle avoidance is defined by

r̄(st, g) = r(st, g) +

N∑
i=1

pi(st), (13)

where

pi =

{
−c2, if (xt − xo,i)2 + (yt − yo,i)2 − r2

o,i ≤ c3,
0, otherwise

with the penalty constants c2 and c3. Note that in (13), r
is given in (9), which can address (ii) stated in Section I as
discussed in Section III-B. The penalty constant c2 decreases
the cumulative reward R̄ =

∑T
t=0 r̄t when the UAV collides

with the obstacles in (12), and c3 acts as a margin that
prevents the UAV from colliding with the obstacles. Under the
environment of (7), (12), (13), and the termination conditions
of Environment I, the SACHER agent seeks to find the
optimal path reaching the landing area without collisions by
maximizing the cumulative reward R̄.

We note that the implementation of SACHER for Environ-
ment II is identical with that of Environment I in Remark 1.
That is, the SACHER agent in Environment II follows the
same learning phase as Environment I to generate the optimal
navigation path under obstacles, where the reward in (13) and
the cumulative reward R̄ =

∑T
t=0 r̄t have to be used instead

of (9) and R =
∑T
t=0 rt in Remark 1.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

We provide the simulation results for navigation and control
of the hexarotor UAV based on SACHER, where the detailed
simulation setup is described in Section III and Fig. 1. For
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Table III
LEARNING TIME (H) FOR SIMULATIONS

Ant-v2 Walker2d-v2 Hopper-v2 HalfCheetah-v2 Env. I Env. II
SAC 6.22h 4.81h 5.08h 4.63h 1.85h 1.93h

DDPG 7.54h 5.61h 6.12h 5.59h 2.59h 2.80h
SACHER 6.11h 4.75h 5.05h 4.53h 1.71h 1.91h

Figure 2. Benchmark results of SAC, DDPG and SACHER for the MuJoCo
physics engine environment. The blue-colored line is the reward curve of
SACHER, the yellow-colored line is the reward curve of SAC, and the purple-
colored line is the reward curve of DDPG. In each plot, the solid curve
represents the average reward, and the shaded area represents the minimum
and maximum rewards in the four learning trials.

the comparison and validation of the learning performance of
SACHER, we provide the simulation results of SAC [16] and
DDPG [13] under the same simulation environments.

The simulations are performed via Python 3.6 on the
Windows 10 operating system with Intel Core i9-10900X CPU
and 64 GB RAM. For both Environments I and II, the initial
state of the hexarotor UAV in the environment is fixed as
s0 = [x0, y0, z0, ψ0, ψ̇0]> = [20, 20, 10, 5π/4, 0]> and the
goal is fixed as g = [gx, gy]> = [0, 0] (origin on xy-plane).

The values of the parameters in (7)-(11) and (13) are
given in Table I. The values of SACHER hyperparameters are
provided in Table II. In Environments I and II, HER selects
4 additional goals (m = 4) from the visited states in the
current episode, and then stores the transition tuples with the
corresponding supplementary rewards (see Remark 1). For En-
vironment II, we consider the case when there exist N = 9 ob-
stacles, Oi, i = 1, 2, . . . , 9, where their locations (xo,i, yo,i) in
(12) are {(5, 5), (5, 10), (5, 15), (10, 5), . . . , (15, 10), (15, 15)}
with the same radius of ro,i = 1.

Table III provides the learning time of SAC [16], DDPG
[13] and SACHER for MuJoCo physics engine (see Fig. 2)
and Environments I-II (see Figs. 3 and 5). From Table III,
we can see that SAC and SACHER show faster learning time
than that of DDPG. In Table III, although SACHER and SAC
show the similar learning time, SACHER provides the better

learning performance than SAC as seen from Figs. 2-7.
Fig. 2 shows the cumulative reward of evaluation episodes

for SAC, DDPG and SACHER during the learning (training)
phase in several robotics environments implemented in Ope-
nAI Gym [29], which use the MuJoCo [30] physics engine.
Each algorithm is trained for 10, 000 episodes with four
different instances, and each episode carries out 1, 000 envi-
ronmental steps. The solid curve corresponds to the mean, and
the shaded area corresponds to the minimum and maximum
rewards in four trials. Fig. 2 shows that in overall, SACHER
outperforms SAC and DDPG in terms of the learning speed
and performance. As for the learning speed, SACHER reaches
steady-state faster than SAC and DDPG in Ant-v2, Hopper-
v2 and HalfCheetah-v2. Regrading the learning performance,
SACHER achieves the higher average rewards than those of
SAC and DDPG for every episode in all environments.

The simulation results of Environment I are shown in Figs.
3 and 4. The learning curves of Environment I with SAC(left),
DDPG(middle) and SACHER(right) are shown in Fig. 3. The
brown-colored solid line represents the cumulative reward R
in each episode, and the yellow-colored dotted line shows the
average of the last 20 rewards in each episode. From Fig. 3(left
and middle), although the learning process reaches steady-
state by SAC and DDPG, the final position of the navigation
paths generated by SAC and DDPG are rarely included in
the landing area. During 2, 000 episodes, SAC provides only
32 successful paths, and DDPG provides only 15 successful
paths reaching the landing area. On the other hand, in Fig.
3(right), the navigation path generated by SACHER frequently
reaches the landing area after the steady-state learning process.
During 2, 000 episodes, SACHER provides 667 successful
paths reaching the landing area.

The simulation results of navigation and tracking control
of the hexarotor UAV with SACHER for Environment I
are shown in Fig. 4. The (red-colored) dotted line is the
ideal path without obstacles (obtained from the straightfor-
ward computation), for which the straightforward computation
yields the cumulative reward R∗ = −28.7854. The (blue-
colored) solid line indicates the path of the hexarotor UAV
that follows the optimal path generated by SACHER via the
backstepping controller (see Fig. 1). From Fig. 4, we can see
that SACHER generates the almost ideal path reaching the
landing area, where the corresponding computed cumulative
reward is R ≈ −29 that coincides with the ideal cumulative
reward above (R∗ = −28.7854).

The simulation results of Environment II are shown in Figs.
5 and 7. The learning curves of Environment II with SAC(left),
DDPG(middle) and SACHER(right) are shown in Fig. 5. The
brown-colored solid line represents the cumulative reward R̄
for each episode, and the yellow-colored dotted line shows the
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Figure 3. Learning curves of SAC (left), DDPG (middle) and SACHER (right) in Environment I: The (brown-colored) solid line is the cumulative reward
and the (yellow-colored) dotted line is the average of the last 20 rewards. The subfigure illustrates the cumulative reward for each episode after steady-state.

Figure 4. The path of the hexarotor UAV with SACHER for Environment
I. The path on the xy-plane is shown in the subfigure. The hexarotor UAV
follows the optimal path generated by SACHER, which coincides with the
ideal path without obstacles (obtained from the straightforward computation).

average of last 20 rewards in each episode. From Fig. 5(left
and middle), although the learning process reaches steady-
state by SAC and DDPG, the final position of the navigation
paths generated by SAC and DDPG are rarely included in
the landing area. During 2, 000 episodes, SAC provides only
33 successful paths, and DDPG provides only 13 successful
paths reaching the landing area. On the other hand, in Fig.
5(right), the navigation path generated by SACHER frequently
reaches the landing area after the steady-state learning process.
During 2, 000 episodes, SACHER provides 568 successful
paths reaching the landing area.

The simulation results of navigation and tracking control
of the hexarotor UAV with SACHER for Environment II are
shown in Fig. 7. The paths of position and yaw angle, and
their tracking errors are demonstrated in Fig. 6. The (red-
colored) dotted line is the optimal navigation path generated
by SACHER. The (blue-colored) solid line is the path of
the hexarotor UAV controlled by the backstepping controller.
From Fig. 6, it can be seen that the haxarotor UAV follows
the optimal navigation path generated by SACHER with
negligible tracking errors. In Fig. 7, the red-colored shapes

are 9 cylindrical obstacles, the turquoise-colored dashed line
is the path of the hexarotor UAV that follows the navigation
path generated by SAC, the green-colored dotted line is the
path of the hexarotor UAV that follows the navigation path
generated by DDPG, and the blue-colored solid line is the path
of the hexarotor UAV that follows the optimal navigation path
generated by SACHER. The navigation paths of SAC, DDPG
and SACHER are the outcomes generated after the steady-state
of the learning process. We observe that although the path of
the hexarotor UAV with SAC and DDPG avoids the obstacles,
the hexarotor UAV could not reach the landing area. Note that
the path of the hexarotor UAV with SACHER successfully
reaches the landing area while avoiding the obstacles. From
our simulation results, we conclude that SACHER provides a
more reliable path than SAC and DDPG with the cumulative
reward of R̄ ≈ −31 after completing the learning phase.

The simulation results of navigation and tracking control
for the hexarotor UAV with SACHER for Environments II-A
and II-B are shown in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. Note that
Environments II-A and II-B are variations of Environment II,
where

• Environment II-A modifies the velocity v1 = 8 instead
of v1 = 2 in Environment II;

• Environment II-B considers N = 16 obstacles instead of
N = 9 in Environment II.

From Figs. 8 and 9, we can see that under the different
settings in Environments II-A and II-B, the hexarotor UAV
with SACHER successfully reaches the landing area while
avoiding the obstacles.

Based on the above variations of Environment II, we may
conclude that for any different environment settings, SACHER
is able to generate the optimal navigation path for UAVs
via Algorithm 1. Hence, SACHER can be applied to any
operations of UAVs with an appropriate environment design.

Remark 2: It should be mentioned that the learning curves in
Figs. 3 and 5 show the reward, which do not affect the stability
of the hexarotor UAV. Specifically, even if the reward is low
in the learning curves in Figs. 3 and 5, the trajectory of the
hexarotor UAV generated by SACHER is smooth. However,
in this case, the hexarotor UAV cannot reach the landing area.
�
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Figure 5. Learning curves of SAC (left), DDPG (middle) and SACHER (right) in Environment II. The (brown-colored) solid line is the cumulative reward
and the (yellow-colored) dotted line is the average of the last 20 rewards. The subfigure illustrates the cumulative reward for each episode after steady-state.
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Figure 6. The paths and tracking errors of the hexarotor UAV using the
backstepping controller for Environment II. The (red-colored) dotted line is
the optimal navigation path provided by SACHER, and the (blue-colored)
solid line is the path of the hexarotor UAV controlled by the backstepping
controller.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a class of deep rein-
forcement learning algorithms, SACHER. In SACHER, HER
improves the sample efficiency by allowing SAC to learn from
both failures and successes when trying to achieve the goal. We
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Figure 7. The paths of the hexarotor UAV with SAC, DDPG and SACHER for
Environment II. The turquoise-colored dashed line is the path of the hexarotor
UAV with SAC, the green-colored dotted line is the path of the hexarotor
UAV with DDPG, and the blue-colored solid line is the path of the hexarotor
UAV with SACHER. The result shows that the hexarotor UAV with SACHER
successfully reaches the landing area, while the others do not.

have shown that SACHER achieves the desired optimal out-
comes faster and more accurately than SAC. Our SACHER has
been applied to the navigation and control problem of UAVs
to generate the optimal navigation path for the UAV. Note
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Figure 8. Environment II-A: The paths of the hexarotor UAV with SACHER
under 9 obstacles when v2 = 8.

that unlike the existing model-based approaches, SACHER in
UAV navigation and control problems can be applied arbitrary
models of UAVs, i.e., SACHER does not require specific
information of UAVs. The effectiveness of SACHER has been
validated through simulations, which include comparisons
with state-of-the-art DRL algorithms, SAC and DDPG. One
possible future work of this paper is to extend SACHER to
the partially-observed case and apply it to the navigation and
control problem of UAVs.
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